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Grand Valley is ready
for internationalization
a full-time office and changing the name to
International Affairs. A dean was appoint
Staff Writer
ed: foreign language professor Louis
Olivier.
To keep up with the interrelated and
Surveys conducted by the task force
interdependent global society that we live
found that 84 percent of students respond
in, plans are underway to internationalize
ing said that what happens in other coun
GVSU.
tries is important to them. According to
The idea is to promote study abroad Dean Olivier, over 60 percent of the faculty
opportunities for students, to continue exist already include international perspectives
ing exchange programs, to infuse and
in their courses. 90 percent said they would
spread international elements throughout
like the opportunity to research and teach
the curriculum, and to outreach to the ethnic abroad.
community at laige.
A survey conducted by the Seidman
A task force made up of faculty, staff, School of Business found that of the major
and one student was established two years firms in West Michigan, 75 percent said
ago by President Arend D. Lubbers. The
business students should take international
task force met well over a year and divided courses. 95 percent of executives said they
26 recommendations into four categories: would take advantage of an executive edu
students, programs, curriculum and com
cation course if offered.
munity.
The business community has found the
Among the recommendations were: to
university can help, and it is not just the
recruit more international students; to
Fortune 500 companies. Olivier got a call
increase the participation in foreign study to
just last week from a firm in Standale that
10 percent of the student body by the year was looking for an interpreter to accompa
2000; to revise genera] education require
ny three employees to China.
ments to require international course work;
“American business for many decades
and to provide students and the community acted as if everybody in the world was sup
with international facilities and programs, posed to speak English and do business the
including an international library, language way we do it, and now they know better,”
and cultural programs, international ser said Olivier.
vices, seminars and forums.
Exchange agreements were recently
Actions taken immediately included signed between Seidman and universities in
making the International Studies Office into
Please see INTERNATIONALIZATION, p. 3
By Dan Moore

#7 Dion Harding o f Indianapolis University being stuffed in mid air by# 47 Tun Postema and
#32 Antwan Bradley and the rest o f the Laker Defense. Photo by Greg Reed.

GVSU wins conference
opener at Indianapolis
By Greg Reed
News Editor

The Lakers scored two unanswered
third quarter touchdowns Saturday to open
their conference play with 35-24 victory
over host University of Indianapolis.
The game was the opposite of their sea
son-opening loss to No. 2 ranked, Division
II powerhouse, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, when the Lakers built up a
33-14 lead before fizzling out in the second
half and falling 33-35.
The Lakers go into their home opener
this Saturday against the College of St.
Francis with a 1-1 overall record, 1-0 in the
Michigan
Intercollegiate
Football
Conference.

Grand Valley hopes to pick up their
home season where it left off last year. In
GVSU’s last home contest, the Lakers
defeated St. Francis with a 49-yard, windaided field goal with 10 seconds remaining.
The third quarter was last Saturday’s
deciding factor, as the Lakers scored the
only second half points. Capitalizing on a
Greyhound turnover midway through the
third quarter, the Lakers took the lead for
good.
Junidr transfer quarterback, Kwame
McKinnon, from Lansing via Eastern
Michigan, found a wide open Ryan Porte
for a 28-yard touchdown strike. It was the
junior tight end’s second TD of the season.
On the Laker’s next drive, sophomore
Darnell Jamison broke free up the middle

iternationalization Survey Answers
What hippens In oth«r countries is rignlffcant to roe.

Don’t know/ no opinion

My carter plans will make KImportant for me to understand international affair*.
D fttgn*
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Peltier supporters pray and play for freedom
C lass
Editorial Assistant

Four members of the Leonard Peltier
Grand Rapids Area Support Group played
their drums in front of Studio 28 in
Kentwood Friday to pray for Peltier’s
release from prison. Peltier has been in jail
for 18 years after a jury convicted him of the
first-degree murder of two FBI agents.
Some of you may have seen Rage
Against the Machine’s video Freedom,
which addresses this cause.
Jeff Simaneck, a Grand Valley student
and member of the group, thinks all the
awareness they can generate is good. “More
power to Rage," he said.
Peltier’s cause also has support groups
in the United States, Belgium and the
Netherlands aiguing against the FBI.
The Grand Rapids Area Support Group
set up a table at Studio 28 with documented

Jeff Simancek drums and prays for Leonard
Peltier’s release. Photo by Dan Irving

54(22.7% )

Is HImportant for students to fetra a foreign language >'

Please see VICTORIOUS, p. 14 ---------------

By Jim

25(105% )

evidence they felt could be used to clear
Peltier. They also set up a table for the FBI,
with an ad the FBI took out in the
Washington Post opposing Peltier’s release.
Greg Leon, a member of the group, said
he wanted to go above the level of the FBI.
“We’ve nothing to fear,” he said.
One member of the group was monitor
ing the table and passing out information
sheets, while the others stayed outside
drumming.
About 5:30 p.m., the drumming began,
drawing moviegoers to stand around for a
while before going in.
“The drums are the heartbeat of Mother
Earth,” Leon said. He added that when
drums are played, the circle is blessed and
the group prays for Peltier's freedom.
The drumming coincided with the first
showing of Incident at Oglala, a documen
tary about the shooting match that led to the
death of the FBI agents.
Please see PELTIER, p. 2 ■ ■ ■ - ~ ~
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PELTIER, from p .l

C ampus C alendar
Sept 15 -3 0

224 Commons at 4:00p.m.

STUDENT LIFE

SPORTS

9/16-Fall Leadership Retreat
Application deadline. Thmin at
SLO9/19-Asian Pacific Islander
Student Olganization meets in the
Bay at 530 pm. General meeting
with cookies and punch. Call Heather
at 8956516 for info.
9/20-APISO meets again in the
Cove. Same time, cookiesand sub-

9/16-IM entries due for 3 p ason volleyball.
9/17-Lalcer Lockout- FootbaU
vs. S t Francis, home, 1:30pm
9/17-\Wteyball-GVSU
vs.
Lake Superior State, Fieldhouse,
4p.m.
9/18-Flag Football at the
Fieldhouse.
9/18-Women’s GVSU vs.
Oakland University at the soccer
9/21-Blood Dnve-llKXkm. at bowl in Jettison at 2pm.
the Kirkhof Center.
9/18-Men’s
GVSU
vs.
9/21 -\folunteer!
GVSU Kalamazoo Community at the soexxr
Orientation, 9p.m. in Promenade.
bowl in Jettison at 4pm
9/18-Golf- at the Meadows, the
back nine.
ARTS AND DRAMA
9/19-IM Roller Hockey man
9/l-l(Y6:Michael Pfleghaar
ager’s meeting at 4pm
drawings and paintings at
9/19-Thble Top Football at
CalderArt Gallery.
8:30pm
9/20-Entries
Due-Tennis
Singles and Doubles.
WORKSHOPS AND
9/20-Volleyball-GVSU
vs.
Northwood University,
SPEAKERS
Fieldhouse, 7.00pm
9/21-Master Teaching Series
9/21-Putt-Putt
Golf Tourney,
Fntside, KC firm 10am -l 1:30am
7pm
9/21-Resume Woricshop at
9/22-Roller Hockey officials
3pm in 224 Commons.
9/26-Interviewing Workshop- meeting at 9t3Q>m

A)!ice Beat
Collected by Dan Moore
Week of 8/28/94
to 9/3/94
Larceny
Medical emergencies
, 4
Improper registration
Warrant arrest
Traffic accident
Malicious destruction of property

2
2
1
6
1

The movie shows a man
named Mr. X , who admits respon
sibility for the killing, but Peltier
does not want to identify him.
Leon said that Peltier felt “it was
not his place to reveal evidence,
but he knows who did i t ”

Last December, over 200,000 peti
tions were given to President
Clinton, asking for Peltier’s
release. Some o f the signees
included Sister Theresa and
Nelson Mandela.
" . " ;
Peltier’s appeal has worked
its way past the assistant deputy
attorney general to the deputy
attorney general. From there it
would go to Attorney General
Janet Reno and eventually
President Clinton.

The movement has been gen
erating support through petitions.

Some o f you may have seen
Rage Against the Machine’s video

tants and Peltier's extradition from
Canada, a jury found him guilty
and he was later denied an appeal
hearing.

Freedom, which addresses this
cause.
Jeff Simaneck, a
Grand
Valley student and member of the
group, thinks all the awareness
they can generate is good. “More
power to Rage,” he said.
Incident at Oglala will be
playing at Studio 28 through
Thursday, S ep t 15. You can sign
petitions for Peltier’s release there,
or, if you want to join his support
group, contact Jeff Simancek at
243-0003 or 1-800-363-5833.

Be A Life
SaverBecome A
Plasma
Donor!
E ach year 40 million lives, many of them children, depend on
medications made from donated plasma. Now you have the chance
to save lives and earn an extra $128.00 per month by donating plasma,
plus be able to register to w in up to $600.00 in our monthly drawings.

BE A PLASMA DONOR... BECAUSE
LIFE IS EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
Tues. thru Friday 8 am to 5 pm
Saturday 8 am to 12 pm
Closed Mondays

to date
57
57
14
10
46
16

♦Totals include activities at the Eberhard Center
8/29/94 Larceny under $100/Minor in Possession, Meadows
parking lot. Reporting officer investigating suspicious vehicle
found a plant in a large clay pot in the hatch of the vehicle. A
search of the vehicle revealed an open can of alcohol. One suspect
is a student, two are not.
8/30/94 Felonious Assault, Lot B. Two employees of a private
contractor engaged in an argument resulting in one
employee striking the other with the spade end of a shovel
in the face. The man hit was hospitalized and the other was
arrested for felonious assault. Victim was treated by
the Allendale Fire and Rescue Department and transported
to Butterworth Hospital. Suspect was lodged in the Ottawa
County Jail.
9/02/94 Illegal Entry, Robinson House. Complainant reported
unknown female entered her unlocked room while she and
her roommate were sleeping. Nothing was missing or dis
turbed.

Sera-Tec B iologicals
1973 S. D ivision
Call for more information: 241-6335
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Fieldhouse
via
By Ben Bailey
Sports Editor

Grand Valley is putting $4.8
million into new recreational
facilities that will be running by
mid-summer.
A total of $4.5 million will go
into the addition on the
Fieldhouse. The money is com
ing from the students through the
facilities fee. The test o f the
money will go to improve the
baseball, softball, and soccer
fields.
“It all started from a con
cept,” Assistant Director of
Health, Recreation and Wellness
Leroy Hackley said.
"The architects asked us what
we needed and we told them.
They took it from there,” he said.
The additional arena will be
three levels, with a gymnasium in
the center.
The east side of the first level
will include an area with approxi
mately 35 muscle-specific exer

|
'i

cise machines.
Directly above this area will
be the 3,000-square foot area
containing cardio-vascular equip
ment. Users will be able to view
the eastern part o f campus
through a huge window forming
the east wall. Tothew estw ill.be
the basketball and volleyball
courts.
‘Tf you’re on a stepper, you
can watch whatever is going on in
the gym,” Hackley said.
A lobby area and the Health,
Recreation, & Wellness offices
will occupy the second level. One
of the offices will be the intramur
al office. The intramural director
will be able to view all activity Watch your sup! The construction continues on the Fieldhouse. Photo by Anne Walter
from one office.
the track so they can see outside, manager Mike Stodola said. “It up in the Fieldhouse’s combatives
The third floor will be home for die outside feeling.”
really got the project off the room. It is available for use with
for the one-ninth mile track. The
A small equipment area and ground... It will be a gem, compa a valid ID.
track will be four lanes wide and stretching area will also be on the rable to the finest fitness clubs.”
“We lagged behind for a long
will be shared by joggers and third level.
Due to the rising cost of time, but we’re making up for it,”
walkers.
“The whole thing was made equipment, Grand Valley has Hackley said. “We have always
“The track will be on the possible by the fact that students already begun purchasing some had decent facilites, but for a
third level, out o f everyone’s passed the student facilities fee a machines. Several steppers, exer school our size it just wasn’t
way,” Hackley said. “Runners couple of years ago,” facility cise bikes and ergometers are set enough.”
will have windows all all around

The new technology fee:
Plans to revamp
where is your money going? M-45 in progress
By Greg Reed
News Editor

computers available to students,
Assistant Provost Bob Fletcher
said.
“We’re trying to keep the stu
dent ratio to computers so that
they are more available,” Bob
Fletcher said.
GVSU has one of the best
student-to-computer ratios of all
of the area colleges and universi
ties.
With one computer for every

the computers to be installed in
the new science complex.
The university has added the
E-mail, more CD-ROM, free laser
printing, additional hardware in
labs, more and faster modems,
and has networked the Weed
Honors Hall, Fletcher said.
Anyone living there with their
own computer is eligible for a net
work card, making the network
available in their own rooms.
What happens to the old
computers?
“We can move the old
machines to areas with few or no
computers,” Bruce Humphrey,
GVSU educational computing
assistant, said.
“That is the cycle we have to
get the most use of our equipment
and the best use of our invest
ment.”
Because of this cycle, you
can now find computers in the
lobbies of the dorms and living
centers. These computers are also
hooked to the campus network.
So hop on the highway.
Students can go to 206 Manitou
for E-mail account information.
“When you see how much is
available (on the Internet), it will
blow your mind,” Fletcher said.

ence. The administration is look
ing at a proposal to eliminate dou
ble tuition. Students now are pay
ing a credit at GVSU as well as
the overseas credit.
“If we can find ways to help
students study abroad at minimal
costs perhaps they will take
advantage of that, but before they
take advantage of that they have
to see what the point is,” Lubbers

said. “You have to see that it will
help you become a better educat
ed person and better educated
toward the professional goals you
have.”
Negotiations began in July
with Saint Petersburg University
in the former Soviet Union about
an exchange relationship. Africa
and Latin America are high prior
ities, and are being worked on

There is a new highway run
ning through campus.
The information superhigh
way, that is.
All GVSU students are now
are able to sign up for an electron
ic mail (E-mail) account, allowing
them to send messages to other
students, faculty, or anyone else in
the world, by connecting to the
You can now fin d
Internet.
computers in the
And it’s free.
lobbies o f dorms and
Well, sort of.
It’s free now that you’ve all
living centers
paid the new technology fee of $3
per credit hour.
In years past, only designated six students, GVSU has a lower
courses were assessed a technolo ratio than Ferris State and Western
gy course fee, and those fees were Michigan University, as well as
not available for financial aid cov Calvin and Hope colleges, all of
erage.
whom have a ratio of 12 students
Since all students are now to each computer.
assessed the fee, those who quali
GVSU also beats Grand
fy for financial aid are eligible for Rapids Community College (14 to
coverage.
1), and Davenport College (17 to
What else has the fee done 1).
for students?
Where is your fee money
Most importantly: in this age going?
of ever-increasing technology
The most obvious changes
demands, the fee has allowed are the remodeling and upgrading
GVSU to increase the number of of old computer labs, as well as
INTERNATIONALIZATION, from p.l

Germany and France. A commit
tee is discussing the creation of an
Asian studies program. A propos
al is being drafted. An AfricanAmerican studies program is also
in preparation.
Innovative ways of financing
study abroad to make it accessible
to everyone are underway. Only
five percent of GVSU students
today have a study abroad experi-

By Dan Moore
Staff Writer

More change is down the
road for GVSU. Talks have
begun on plans to revamp the M45 roadway.
With the growing problems
of speed violators, the increasing
number of accidents and the
everyday hassle to make a left
turn into the campus’s north
entrance, plans are being made
to reduce the speed from the
bridge at the Grand River
through 68th street in Allendale
to 45 miles per hour, and to
establish a dual left turn lane at
the north entrance.
If a new bridge is construct
ed, much of the current ski hill
will be cut into, the Grand Valley
day care center will be lost, and
a cart path on the Meadows’ golf
course running along hole num
ber 12 will be redirected.
The proposed dual left turn
lane will likely end at the physi
cal plant entrance. At this time,
Phyllis Rossiter Forbes, assistant
vice-president for facilities ser
vices and planning, is working
with a consultant to keep the end
of the dual lane at the plant.
“A dual left turn lane will be
of some help. 1 think it will
commentate all the traffic in the
morning, midday and night
simultaneously. Interest has been
expressed in France and Japan as
well.
Olivier feels more exchange
programs will be beneficial. “If
you spend an academic year over
seas it is going to transform your

hours when it is really backed
up,” said junior Steve Hexel.
Forbes has limited her inter
ests from the river to 48th St.
Whether to have a swail in the
middle with roadway on both
sides or just to have an 8-foot
shoulder on each side for pedes
trians must also be decided.
“At this point the university
has been discussing with
Allendale what Allendale would
like to see and what we think we
can live with, because my guess
is there is going to be a mainte
nance problem on either the
medium or the swail ,” Forbes
said.
Major construction is set to
begin in 1997 at the earliest.
Everything depends on the econ
omy at the time, revenues for the
state, and the funds the legisla
ture appropriates.
As reported in the April 20
issue of the Lanthorn, the
Concerend Citizens for Covell to
Collindale was working with the
Michigan
Department
of
Transportation to get a traffic
light at the intersection of
Oakleigh and Lake Michigan
Drive. A traffic light is now
there, and a deceleration zone
next to Holy Spirit Elementary
School is currently being con
structed, according to CCCC
President Susie Anthony.

life, and it is going to enrich you
in a way that will pay off in the
rest of your life. Not just in your
personal inner life, I mean in your
practical experience of the
world,” said Olivier.

:
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Senate Beat

Fulton Street travelers face detour
By Alan P. Babbitt
Staff Writer

The trip down Fulton Street
to Eberhard Center for Grand
Valley students started taking a lit*
tie bit longer last Monday.
Thanks to a city sewer con
struction project at the corner of
Fulton and Winter streets, traffic
will be rerouted downtown for at
least two weeks.
The Grand Rapids Traffic
Safety Department recommends

the following detour if traveling
eastbound (toward Eberhard
Center) on Fulton Street: from
Fulton, make a left on Lexington
Street, then make a right. Go to
Front Street, make a right and go
to Fulton and make a left.
If heading westbound (from
the Eberhard Center) on Fulton:
Make a right on Front Street, go to
Pearl Street and make a left, go to
Lexington Street and make a left,
go to Fulton Street and make a
right.

By Dan Moore
Staff Writer
Appointees announced for Student Organisation Review Board
Juniors Chas Hoff, Marilyn Sorita, and senior Student Senate President Todd Green will be part of a
board made up of faculty, staff, and students to review student organization activities.
Student Resources vice-president named
First-year senator and senior Wes VanderWilk was elected as the new Student Resources vice presi
dent over sophomore Chris Ogne. He will replace acting v.p. Todd Green. Senior Nelson Aquino with
drew his nomination stating, “I had no plans to be a vice president this year, and I feel I won’t do the job
that the Senate deserves.”
The following freshman/tnuufer students were elected to the Senate on September 8.
Mary Beth Pereault to Community Affairs.
Steve Harrison to Allocations.
Chris Shelner to Student Resources.
Emily Thomas to Political Actions.
Shari Slauter to Public Relations.
Existing Senate vacancies filled by the following
Michael McFall to Public Relations.
Eric Spies to Student Resources.
Marilyn Sorita to Political Actions.
Dave Evanoski to Student Resources to fill the vacancy left by the Student Resources v.p.

WELCOME HACK
GVSU STUDENTS!
What’s
MON.
TUES.
WED.

New computer lab installed in Mackinac

happening EVERY WEEK at Parrot’s:
Frosted Mug Night.
Margarita & Frosted Mug Night.
N.B.A, (New Band Audition) Night.
also Ladies' Night - Drink Specials 8pm • Midnight!

THU. Super Beer Night! D.J. & Dancing.
FRI.
HAPPY HOUR with live entertainment!
ALSO LIVE BANDS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!!!
SAT.
LIVE BANDS.
Happy Hour Mon. * Frl. 2:00 pin - 7:00 pm
A ny questions? Call 39G-4S77
Parrots I ounge • 234 S: Rivar • Holland

By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

Taking advantage of a grant
from the National Science
Foundation, Grand Valley’s com
puter science department has
installed 25 new state-of-the-art
computers in Mackinac Hall’s ren
ovated first floor laboratory.
The $38,282 grant was the
first ever awarded to the computer
science department. The school
matched the award, which gives

the department about $80,000
toward the new lab.
“Computer science students
will have much better lab facilities
than we’ve ever had,” says Carl
Erickson, assistant professor of
computer science. The lab will be
used by upper level computer sci
ence classes.
Operating systems student
Ben Engelsma says the lab “will
greatly enhance upper level class
es in CS. We are able for the first
time to use these in a laboratory
type environment.”

Ken McLain, another operat
ing systems student, says the lab
has a “friendlier environment”
compared to previous facilities.
Erickson said that students
will do homework and take tests
electronically, so the lab will
almost eliminate the need for
paper.
Erickson adds that the com
puters are “nice for things that are
graphical. The computer graphics
are a more effective way to learn
difficult fundamental program
ming concepts.”

Tk> of the most popular bundles
on campus this year.

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh* Performa.’ For
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. Itk all the software you’re likely to need in college. You’ll get software that
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you’ll
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a A
1 t----day.’ Itt the power every student needs. The power to be your best* i \ P P 1 6 ’
“'vTr*4

The Computer Store
207 Manitou Hall • 895-2130
Open 8am - 4:30pm Mon-Fri
OfraptwOMrll, 1994;aaUlt oafyttii affUmU. 0 1994.
rt$aind tradm ri ofOtrk CopmUoi ’ta H a+ barndm aa:

mot/mat} TUmoati}paymnt

mb,

JfcM n* ntfrtivM fc btad an t i ammatU p^m rtBpba 93SI- for t t mn* fA m * . 1994 t , t a n t r u m ;a
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Gafist Editorial

Our View

|More public service, less self service
Last Monday die officers of the Harpoon, GVSU’s humor

Getting to know the Student Senate

newsletter, resubmitted their 1994/95 budget proposal to the student
senate’s allocations committee in hopes o f reclaiming their slice of the
student life fee pie.
And the newly elected members of the senate, especially new

— By Todd Green
Student Senate President

I am very excited for the
upcoming year at Grand Valley
Brooks, should use better judgment than their predecessors.
State University. Not only are we
Last February, die student senate voted 14 to 12 to take back $277
in the midst of expanding our uni
in fending they had previously allocated to the Harpoon citing misuse
versity in a physical sense, but I
also believe that our campus will
of die university letter head and President Lubbers’ flaked signature in
be
expanding in a sense of student
the newsletter’s now infamous January issue.
representation.
In that issue the Haipoon staff printed a “copy” of a letter declar
The Senate, being comprised
ing “war” between the GVSU and Western Michigan University; a let
o f a wide diversification of stu
ter that President Lubbers had allegedly sent to WMU President
dents, is preparing for a year in
Diether Haenicke.
which we hope to see a much
more informed student body.
GVSU administration, taking the newsletter’s flawed but humor
The Student Senate has the
ous attempt at entertainment into consideration, decided to take no for
ability and the enthusiasm to hear
mal action. But the senate, taking the Harpoon's slip-up much too
and act upon what you as student
seriously, decided to take matters into its own hands.
constituents feel are issues or con
In what capacity did the senate believe it was to act? Where did
cerns that must be dealt with.
it get the idea to take on the responsibilities of judge and enforcer?
To do this we as the student
body
should work together to first
Perhaps the senate wanted to lose it’s wishy -washy reputation for
identify
student problems and con
being the administration’s cheerleader; or perhaps, after bearing the
cerns, and then move to the next
Harpoon's numerous satirical blows, it decided its earlier endorsement
step of addressing and acting upon
of such a publication was a “mistake.”
the identified issues in a way that
Such an action is nothing less than censorship, nothing more than
will be effective.
“economic blackmail.”
The Senate Cabinet listed
below has five vice-presidents in
The student senate’s job is not to censor, but to create a voice for
charge of various committees
the student body and a forum for debate of contrasting views.
where many of the concerns of
While riding its ego trip, the senate may have acted illegally in
students are addressed and dealt
taking back previously allocated fends. Holding the Harpoon's edito
with.
rial freedom, a right guaranteed by the First Amendment of the
The Political Actions commit
Constitution, hostage to undefined performance standards is unfair.
tee takes on issues such as lobby
ing the State for a higher appropri
In doing so, the senate failed the student body it is elected to rep
ation
for education. We were very
resent; never was the student body’s voice heard during the senate’s
successful this year and received a
“investigation” on the issue.
[ president Todd Green and the vice president of allocations Kristen

20 percent increase in Grand
Valley’s appropriation.
The PAC also takes action on
a national level in Washington
D.C.
The Community Affairs
Committee seeks out and deals
with on campus student concerns
such as safety, lighting, walkways
and parking.
If you have an idea or concern
that deal with the on campus com
munity I would encourage you to
inform this committee by letter or
appointment.
Student Senate allocates
fends to open student organiza
tions on campus from the Student
Life Fee. The allocations commit
tee is in charge of this.
Approved student organiza
tions are fended in the beginning
of the winter semester, however
new student organizations formed
during may come in for fending at
any time.
The Public Relations commit
tee helps keep the student body
informed of Senate’s activities and
helps keep the Senate informed of
Student Concerns. Our publica
tion, The Senator, is one of the
avenues taken to help keep stu
dents informed.
At the beginning of the school
year there are five vacancies
reserved for incoming freshmen
and new transfer students. The
Student Resources Committee is
responsible for filling these vacan

cies and any resignations that may
take place over the course of the
year.
As of Thursday, Sept. 8, the
Student Resources Committee
appointed the new freshmen and
transfer students. We are excited
to have these
people join
us and look
forward to an
exciting year
with them.
Once again I
would like to
Greien
en c o u ra g e
any students with concerns, issues,
or new ides to visit our office
which is located just off the
Mainsail lounge in the Kirkhof
Center and talk with us.
I am really looking forward to
this year and working with the stu
dent body of GVSU to make the
campus better for all of us.
President
Todd A. Green
Executive Vice-President
Dawn Pratton
V.P. of Allocations
Kristen Brooks
V.P. of Community Affairs
Tracey James
V.P. of Political Actions
Joyce Ohm
V.P. of Public Relations
Craig Collins
V.P. of Student Resources
Wesley Vander Wilk

That spring the Harpoon bravely came back after this blow with
V.

another edition completely funded by student and private donations.
1

That alone shows they have a following on campus.
Apparently this year the senate has taken precautions to not look
the fool as they did last year concerning such issues.
The members of the student senate, as stated in their “new” pub
lic relations policy, are forbidden to discus senate issues with outsiders,
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The policy isn’t really new, it’s just that the officers of this year’s
senate cabinet have decided to enforce the old policy in such a man
ner.

1-15

From now on, all inquires are to be tunneled through their new

Vikki Jobe

public relations guru, Craig Collins.
This “round robin” policy is pure and simple nonsense. The elect
ed officers of the senate, our representatives, have a responsibility to
make themselves available to their constituents.
The student body has the right to ask certain questions of it’s rep
resentatives on the decision making process. Answering such ques
tions as why certain decisions are made and who made them is an inte
gral part of any such position.
It seems the senate’s officers have decided to hand the student
body processed information instead of trusting their own legislative
members to speak for themselves in an attempt to play it safe.
If senators chose to run for public office they must also deal in the
public realm by making themselves available to everyone.
If the senate is attempting to run damage control here, it’s not
working — it has opened a whole new can of worms.
The student senate should stop acting as its own private club and
start acting as a body of public representatives.

Man on the Street.
What was your first
impression of the
campus this year?

s

M ulticultural u n d erstan d in g requires effort
The
new
antidote to
cure
the
racism prob
lem is to cre
ate multicul
tural
pro
grams in our
J°be
society.
Multiculturalism has come at
a time when the minority popula
tion in America is growing rapid
ly. Now we all have a social
responsibility to become aware
and respectful of the diverse cul
tures in our society.

Americans take pride in being
a diverse society, but in essence
we know little about one another’s
cultural background. When some
of us are offered the chance to
learn more, we shun the opportu
nity.
Everyone talks about the
racism problem but not many do
anything to combat the problem.
We need to start trying to learn
more about one another.
Instead of making fun of
other cultures that we know noth
ing about, make a conscious effort
to learn more about them.

For so long, the majority of
American society has been
exposed to European culture, now
that other cultures are getting just
as much attention, many are
becoming afraid. They are afraid
of losing the richness of the
European culture
and the
“American Dream.”
What they fail to realize is
that the illusion of the “American
Dream” is the richness of all cul
tures in our society. If the
European culture is as superior as
many claim it to be, then it will
Please see MOVEMENT, p. 6 ------

Michael
Stafford,
junior

Jennifer
Kellogg,
junior

Shawn
Welker,
sophomore

Jennifer
Koli,
junior

'They still
need to build
more housing
along with this
construction.”

“It’s too
crowded and
they're cutting
down too
many trees.”

"What is
that science
thing?”

“The con
struction makes
it difficult to
get around
campus.”
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MOVEMENT, from p.5 ------------never lose it’s richness.
African, Hispanic, Native
American and other cultures will
begin to share the spotlight for
once. Our society is not made up
of one culture, so it should not be
treated as such.
It is finally time for all cul
tures to share the spotlight in all
S o m o l h i u p o n \ m i l in in*.)?

realms of our society. If this idea
o f a multicultural society will
begin to take place then we may
be able to tackle the racism dilem
ma.
However, if the multicultural
concept
is
dismissed
by
Americans as just a pacifier for
minorities, we will have an uncon
trollable racial dispute that will
never be contained.
\ \ i iU' ,i 1 i ' I U ' i In 111*' 1 i l i l o r !

\ *1*1 i o s s l r Il l ’l l to: 1 u l l u i s In lilt' 1 *1 i I ni , I li e 1 . i n t h o r n
( ) n o L .ini p u s *i i i\ u , A l l i ' i u l . i h ' , M l
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CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES
Include these and more:

• Ticket Processor. TRAVEL CONSULTANTS. Hospitality tourism
management major preferred.
• Educational Service Representative. COMPUQUEST EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES. All majors may apply. Part-time.
• Various Positions. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY. Computer science,
engineering, language and math majors.
•Agents. FBI. Any majors may apply. Honors internship also available.
• Production Assistant/Videographer Intern. CYNTHIA KAY/WAYNE GLATZ,
FILM & VIDEO, INC. Senior in film and video.
• Prevention Aide Intern. FAMILY OUTREACH CENTER. Social Science or
related major.
• Promotions Intern. WOOD-AM. Major in advertising, communications,
broadcasting, public relations or marketing for 12-15 hours/week.
• Mayoral Internship. MSU CENTER FOR URBAN AFFAIRS. Any major.

For more info, stop by Career Services, 105 Commons, or call ext. 3311

Education is more than job training
By Jim Class
Editorial Assistant

Ask most people what they
are doing in college and you’ll
find many can honestly say they
haven’t a clue.
One of the greatest ideas we
college students should focus on
is learning for its own sake. In
fact, that was the purpose of
GVSU when it was first orga
nized.
In theory, we should have a
nice little liberal arts college out
in the middle of nowhere. Instead,
we are surrounded by business
and professional curricula that is

that will be examined by a stan
dardized test. Its students must
learn to reiterate information;
comprehension is rarely a require
ment. Still, good test scores keep
those federal dollars flowing,
even if your students can’t think
an honest thought.
We are currently turning
many students into machines.
Education is designed to send
them into “the real world,” little
consideration is given to the idea
that they might take part in shap
ing that world or that they may
need to learn from others’ experi
ence to do so.
Future generations will pay
the price.
m m m m m m m m m S

designed to do no more than rein
force the same attitude we have
always heard: compete.
When competition replaces
our desire to liberally educate our
selves, then we must accept the
fact that we are turning into
robots. Only through the acquisi
tion of knowledge and diverse
points of view can one develop
their personality and provide for a
democratic future.
Education in the bureaucratic
age is no longer focused on liber
al knowledge. (Note that I use lib
eral not in the political sense, but
as relating to liberty.)
High school is focused prepa
ration of insignificant material
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Cultural enlightenment:
GVSU students visit Japan
By Shane P. Szalai
Campus Life Editor

Three GVSU students trav
eled to Japan this summer as part
of a seminar intended to help
American and Japanese youths
better understand each other.
Nelson Aquino, Juanita
Flores and Heather Wood-Gramza
joined a total of 15 West Michigan
students who attended lectures
and discussed “the global future”
with 15 Japanese students in OmiHachiman City— Grand Rapids’

sister city in Japan.
The US-Japan Grassroots
Seminar was sponsored by GVSU
and Aquinas College as well as by
several local businesses, accord
ing to the seminar’s coordinator,
Chris Olson.
Olson said Japanese students
attended a similar seminar last
summer in Grand Rapids, and that
she is working to “keep the pro
gram going into 1995 and
beyond.”
“As the two leading econom
ic powers, the US and Japan
should learn more about each

The Golden Pavillion, a temple of solid gold in Kyoto, was just one o f the
places in Japan visited by GVSU students. Photo courtesy o f Nelson Aquino

other,”
added.
will lead to more
enhance
c o m p e titiv e
ness."
Wo o d
Gramza said
seminar
vinced her that
“we need to
think as
citizens.”
“Everything
GVSU sophomore Juanita Flores waves her colors in front o f the steamwheeler "Michigan ” at
we do affects
Lake Biwa, in Shiga, Michigan's sister state in Japan. Photo Courtesy o f Chris Olson
people in other
countries,” Wood-Gramza said. foreigners” and wanted to show Aquino said. “The guide said we
were probably the first foreigners
“This can be both positive and everything about their culture.
Aquino said they stayed at in 400 years to see the emperor’s
negative, although we tend to con
two Japanese temples and visited place of worship.”
centrate on the negative.”
the
Imperial Family's temple and
Aquino said visiting the
“If we destroy the barriers to
Golden
Pavillion, a building made
working with each other,” she
“Eight days wasn’t
of
solid
gold, was his “favorite”
added, “we can work on the posi
enough.
It
was
just
memory.
tive.”
Wood-Gramza said they visit
Students spent three days liv
enough o f a taste to
ed
the
Golden Pavillion in late
ing with Japanese families in
make
me
want
to
go
afternoon when the sun reflected
Omi-Hachiman City while attend
off it perfectly, making it all the
back. ”
ing the seminar, and then five
more impressive
more days touring Japan.
-N e ls o n A q u in o
Japanese
history
also
“Eight days wasn’t enough,”
G V S U S e n io r
impressed Wood-Gramza, as
said Nelson Aquino. “It was just
Kyoto is celebrating its 1200th
enough of a taste to make me want
the actual spot where the emperor year anniversary this year.
to go back.”
“That’s four times the history
Aquino also said that the sat to worship.
“They
treated
us
great,”
the
US
has!” she added.
Japanese were “fascinated with

Volunteering makes a difference
VolunteeriGVSU focuses on
the educational benefits for every
Staff Writer
one involved in the programs, and
the relationships that develop
Tonya Hardings beware. beyond the actual work a student
Volunteer! GVSU is not the pro does.
gram for you.
Both Malea Quimbach and
Jay Cooper, a representative Valerie Freidhoff, committee lead
from the office of Student Life, ers for the Grand Valley chapter of
wanted to make this clear during Habitat for Humanity, agreed that
his introduction to the 100 or so their decision to volunteer was
students who attended last one of their best.
Thursday’s orientation.
“It’s really rewarding when
“We’re about teaching citi you leave at the end of the day and
zenship and social justice,” actually see something you’ve
Cooper said.
done,” Quimbach said.
He made clear the distinction
Habitat for Humanity, one of
between the service-learning the twelve issues that make up
Grand Valley achieves, and the VolunteeriGVSU, is happy to be
community service students might starting their first year as an offi
associate with people such as Ms. cial campus chapter.
Harding.
Their program, which builds
By Jennifer Vanse

houses for low-income families in
the local area, is staying really
local this year. The volunteers’
next efforts will be focused on
building a new home for Grand
Valley student, Colleen McKnight
and her family.
In March, Habitat for
Humanity also hopes to be team
ing up with the alternative spring
break program to do work outside
of the West Michigan area.
Habitat for Humanity, and all
of Volunteer.'GVSU’s programs,
allow students to make a positive
impact on their world, with only a
little time and work.
As Valerie Freidhoff said,
’’You could have stayed home and
watched TV for four hours, but
instead you helped someone build
a house.”

National alcohol and drug treatment m onth at GVSU
By Julie Warne
Staff Writer

GVSU celebrates National
Alcohol and Drug Treatment
month this September.
Grand Valley offers counsel
ing to those students who think
they have a problem with alcohol
or drugs, or for friends who want
to help friends.
Counseling is available at the
Counseling Center located in
room 152 in the Commons.
Information, brochures, and
statistics can be picked up at the
Health, Recreation, and Wellness
located in room 163 at the
Fieldhouse from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday.
If students are caught abusing
Grand Valley’s alcohol policy they
will be sent to the Time Out
Program. This is a casual, yet
informative program to help stu
dents learn the effects of alcohol.
Alcohol abuse on campus can
lead to poor grades, social con
flicts, accidents and injuries, and
poor health. It can also lead to
worse problems such as: drinking
and driving, trouble with the law,
family problems, and mixing alco
hol with drugs.
Some signs of trouble with
alcohol include: drinking to cope,
drinking more and more to get the
same effect, frequent mood
changes, drinking to the point of

intoxication frequently, denying
the possibility of having a drink
ing problem, experiencing weight
changes, fatique, black-outs, or
memory loss, according to the
Counseling Center.
Grand Valley offers a healthy
alternative to drinking and going
to bars. “Natural High” is offered
one Friday night a month from 10
pm to 2 a.m. It is located in the
Fieldhouse where students can
use all of the facilities including
the pool, Sega, movies, and more.
The dates for “Natural High”
this year are: Sept. 23, Oct. 14,
Nov. 18, Dec. 2, Jan. 27, and
March 17. If you have any ques
tions call Gabrielle Calkins at
895-2435.

-C

C o rn er
Is this yo u ?

o u n selo r s
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By Jeanette McDowell
Doctoral Intern,
Counseling Center

How many decisions have
you made so far today?
As individuals, we make
many decisions in our lifetime.
As a student, you are involved
in the daily decision-making
process.
The ability to make deci
sions reduces anxiety and worry
and leads to increased produc
tivity. The world is divided
unequally between decision
makers and abdicators.
Abdicators procrasti nate!
Abdicators wait for things to
happen instead of making them
happen. The outcome of abdi
cating is failure.
It is generally known that
we weaken our ability to make
decisions when we:
1. lose touch with our feel
ings
2. are unable to prioritize
our goals and activities
3. are unrealistic about our
image
4. engage in wishful think
ing

5. fear failure through
impaired judgment
6. are overly dependent
7. lack poise and motiva
tion
If we are characterized by
at least three of these traits, then
we are indecisive persons!
To overcome indecisive
ness, our goal of healthy deci
sion-making begins with estab
lishing priorities and resolving
conflicts through a systematic
process.
This process includes the
following steps:
1. specifically identify the
potential problem or issue
2. list all possible soludons
or altemauves
3. get in touch with your
feelings to ensure a sensi
dvity to your needs
4. link possible ideas to
your needs by putdng your
feelings, dme, thoughts,
and energy into them
5. idenufy a valid choice
6. translate your choice into
optimum action
The cited strategies give us
the freedom to exert power in
living our lives in healthy and
productive ways.

Does your c.impus organi zat i on have some
t hi n” interesting goi ng on that everyone
shoul d know about? It so, let us know! Call
SOS- 2 hit) and I ill us in s o that we mas pass it
along to the rest of the st udent b o d \ !
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Seidman Business Week gets underway
By Christopher S. Van Wyk
Staff Writer

Seidman School o f Business
is holding its third annual
Seidman Business Week, from
Sept. 19-23.
The week is highlighted by
the Executive-in-Residence con
vocation, on Sept. 21 at 10 a.m.
in the Cook-DeWitt center,
where students are invited to wit
ness an honorary doctorate
degree given to Hans-Heinrich
Otte of BDO binder.
“Seidman Business Week is

a way for business students and
the professional community to
come together and share ideas
about the world,” Dean of
Business Emery Turner said.
“Attention is focused on the
importance of commerce, while
building a sense of community
among business students.”
Opening the week at noon
on Monday, Sept. 19 will be a
fashion show emceed by Dean
Turner in the Kirkhof Center.
The show will feature the latest
in business attire. Following the
show will be a chance to test
your hand-eye coordination in

the Computer Game Tournament
in the Eberhard Center at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 20 is activity
day which features a raft race at
11:45 a.m. on Zumberge Pond.
Friday, Sept. 23, will end the
week with a special breakfast
program featuring Mr. Bill
Seidman at 7:30 p.m. in the
Eberhard Center.
This is only a partial listing
of events and the Seidman
School of Business should be
contacted for further informa
tion.

Lockout promotes school spirit
By Brian Hanson
Staff Writer

Attention all dorm residents:
What are your plans this Saturday
at say, 1:30 p.m.?
If you answered, “hangin’ out
in my dorm room,” be sure to
have your room key with you.
Why?
Saturday is the traditional
“Laker Lockout.”
Every year on the Saturday of
the first home football game,
dorm residents are locked out of
their rooms.
The days events begin with a

Simplify simplify”
Henry D avid Thoreau

tailgate party at Robinson Field at
11:30 a.m. and continue as dorm
residents walk together to the
game at 12:45 p.m.
Students may only enter their
residences if they have their room
key with them.
This is done in hopes that stu
dents will attend the game and
build a sense of pride in their
school and in their campus com
munity, said Robinson Hall R.A.
Derrick Craig.
Is it necessary? Students
seem to think that this action is
appropriate.
“I think it’s a good idea.
People should go. It’s just over
the hill," said freshman Tommy
LaVanaway.
Fellow frosh John Hughes
chimed in in agreement: “That’s
right, they should go and support
our team.”
Whether or not you agree
with this policy, be sure to have
your key with you when you step
out of the dorm this Saturday.

Renowned
author to visit
Grand Valley
By Keith Haywood
Staff Writer

“Hey that’s not a bad idea.”
AT&T

AT&T Universal MasterCard.
The credit, cash and calling card. All in one.
The AT&T Universal MasterCard. No annual fee—ever. Access to cash at over 350,000 locations.
Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated. Not complicated.
(A ll IHOO 4J8-A 627 to request an application.

Patricia Hampl, author of
“A Romantic Education” and
“Virgin Time,” will read from
her work and talk about the dis
covery of self and the world
through writing on Thursday,
Sept. 22, at 11:30 a.m. in the
Cook-Dewitt Center.
Editor
of
Minnesota
Monthly from 1973 to 1975 and
currently an English instructor at
the University of Minnesota,
Hampl writes with a poet’s use of
metaphor.
She mixes personal and cul
tural history into descriptive and
humorous looks at the past. Her
tone is at times mournful, as she
remembers the idealistic views
of her adolescence.
“I suppose I write about all
the things I intended to leave
behind, to grow out of, or deny:
being a midwestemer, a Catholic,
a woman,” Hampl said.
“The encouragement and
boost the women’s movement of
the 1970s gave to women writers
and artists was a great gift to
me.”
Hampl, who has a master’s
degree in fine arts from the
University of Iowa, is a founding
member of Loft (for literature
and the arts) and has received
grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts in 1976
and the Bush Foundation in
1979.

Need cash?
Place a classi
fied to Oeet rid
o f y o u r old

j link!
C 1994 AI&T
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seeeere's Will! The Shakespeare
tival gets underway at GVSU
By Keith Haywood
Staff Writer

Erica Beck and Kurt C. Lardie practicing their parts during a rehersal of
Shakespeare's “Midsummer Night’s Dream. ” Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.

Getting stuck in the Verve Pipe
By Greg Reed
News Editor

If you missed The Verve Pipe
last week at The Orbit Room,
you’re in luck. The band will be
in our neck of the woods again
when they play Friday, Sept. 16, at
the State Theater in Kalamazoo.
Nonchalant, a band out of
Lexington, Ky., will be opening
for Verve Pipe.
The band already has two
discs on the market: I ’ve Suffered
A Head Injury and Pop Smear.
Not bad for a band that hasn’t
even signed a label yet.
“They’re so tight,” said
GVSU student Philip Jeffery, who
saw the Pipe for the third time
Wednesday. “They’re better live
than on album. They seem to
have more fun on stage than any
thing.”
For all the PipeHeads like
Jeffery that have seen them
before, the show in Kalamazoo
will be a good chance to catch
some new tunes they’ve been
experimenting with lately.
“We’re not releasing (another
disc) right away,” lead guitarist
A.J. Dunning said.
Dunning, lead guitar/vocals,
is joined by Brian Vander Ark,
guitar/lead vocals; brother Brad
Vander Ark, bass/vocals; Don
Brown, drums/vocals; and newest
member Doug Corella, percussion/keyboards.
Jn looking to get signed,
Verve Pipe is trying to add new
stuff to their repertoire in order to
stand out from all the other upand-coming bands.
Adding Corella, formerly of
The Dopes, has helped.

Although Corella played on
Pop Smear, he just recently
became a full time band member.
The band mixed in five new
tunes with staples from Head
Injury and Pop Smear at the Orbit
Room, and apparently have four
other new ones to keep an ear out
for.
Two new songs— “Mary
Distance” and “Baboons”— sur
rounded Pop Smear staple
“Spoonful of Sugar.”
Another new tune, “Penny,"
proceeded “Lenny in Love” and

“They’re better live
than on the album.
They seem to have
more fun on stage than
anything. ”
-P hilip Jeffery
GVSU student
the song getting air time in
Detroit, “Senator Speak,” both off
Pop Smear.
Also new, “Venery” proceed
ed
crowd
favorite
“The
Freshman,” from Head Injury.
They even tossed a new tune
in during their encore. After com
ing back out with “Acting As Your
Slave,” the band gave PipeHeads
a taste of “Tea.”
The band closed with a cover
tune, “I Can See For Miles And
Miles,” by The Who.
Verve Pipe has recently been
added to the play list on Detroit’s
WHYT-FM. The band also gets
air time in Kalamazoo, Lansing
and Windsor.
Dunning added that they are
still trying to get air time in Grand
Rapids.

“He is considered the greatest
poetic dramatist. And he’s com
ing to Grand Valley State
University this month.
William Shakespeare appears
in spirit, at least. Sept. 23 through
Oct. 2, for GVSU’s first
Shakespeare Festival.
The campus-wide festival is
sponsored by the Division of Arts
and Humanities and is open to
students, family, and friends of
the university.
Coordinated by Festival
Director Roger Ellis, the celebra
tion features films, slide shows,
lectures, literary, art and music
competitions and an adults-only
performance of ‘Trash the Bard”
by The Last Minute Improv.
GVSU’s student acting com
pany, joined by guest professional
actors,
will
present
“A
Midsummer Night’s Dream” on
stage at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre in the Calder Fine Arts
Center.
The cast includes student the
ater competition winners Erica
Beck, Caitlin Dockham, Elena
Garcia, Marlow Horton, Dan
Kloosterman, Jennifer Kules,
Kurt Lardie, Kathy McAlhaney
and John Rich.
The production is directed by
Professor Laura Gardner Salazar
and features Grand Rapids Civic
Theater actor and GVSU alumnus
Dale Hull as Bottom; Frank
Farrell, director of Chicago’s
Shakespeare’s Herd, as Oberon;
and the Boarshead's NancyElizabeth Kammer as Titania.
Ten performances through
the week offer frequent chances to

see this comedy. A catered recep
tion will follow the premiere on
Friday, Sept. 23 at 8 p.m..
Ticket prices are $7 for gen
eral admission; $4 for university
students and $2 for children,
seniors and handicapped people.
Reservations are recommended.
Call 895-3668.
Festival Scholar Dr. John
Andrews will lecture on “Old
Light on Shakespeare:
An
Editor’s
Perspective
on
Shakespeare’s Language” on
Friday, Sept. 30 at 3 p.m. in the
Cook-Dewitt Center.

Andrews, director of the
Shakespeare
Guild
in
Washington, D.C., holds degrees
from Princeton, Harvard and
Vanderbilt.
He taught at
Georgetown University and
George Washington University
and was editor of Shakespeare
Quarterly.
Sunday, Oct. 2, through
Thursday, Oct. 6, enjoy noontime
performances of vocal and instru
mental Renaissance music, madigrals, sonnet recitations and oral
interpretations of Shakespeare’s
work in the Shakespeare Garden,
alongside the Robin Goodfellow
fountain and bust of The Bard,
both designed by Professor

Richard Paschke, professor in the
psychology department.
The garden, dedicated last
October and located next to Lake
Superior Hall, is alive with flow
ers, shrubs and trees mentioned in
Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets.
Experience the bard through
rare manuscripts and artifacts on
exhibit in the main lobby of the
Zumberge Library.
The collectibles, on loan
from faculty members and
obtained by Library Director Lee
Lebbin with the help of Professor
Rosalind Mayberry, include an
1811 collection of plays; a 1907
first-edition
book
of
Shakespeare’s plays, written as
stories for children; photos of
actors portraying Shakespearean
characters; and a collectable plate
with the signatures of John
Gielgud, Sir Lawrence Olivier,
Alan Bates and others. Anyone
with
Shakespearean
or
Elizabethan memorabilia to loan
for the exhibit should contact
Lebbin at the library.
A Renaissance masked ball,
sponsored by the Honors
Students, begins at 9:30 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct.
1, in the
Promenade Room of the Kirkhof
Center. There will be refresh
ments, a live band and door prizes
for the best costumes. General
admission is $4 at the door.
All festival events are open to
the public and free, except the
Renaissance Ball and perfor
mances of the Last Minute
Improv and “Midsummer Night’s
Dream.” For more information
on any Festival event, contact the
School of Communications, 121
LSH or check The Lanthom's
weekly festival updates and pre
views.

D im ensions added to 'M idsum m er N igh t's Dream'
By Polly Sanderson
Aits and Entertainment Editor

There are dirty-dancing
lovers, punk-rocking fairies and
ballroom-dancing royalty in the
upcoming Grand Valley produc
tion
of
Shakespeare’s
“Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
It is all part of director Laura
Salazar’s, a professor in the
school of communications,
vision for presenting a modern
version.
Terri Philips, the choreogra
pher, has taught the actors four
different genres of dance —
including country line dancing.
Performance art is a relative
ly new form of theater which
explores an idea from many
facets rather than focusing on
telling a story, according to
Salazar. “Its purpose is to evoke
memories
and
emotions,”
Salazar explained. “Smells are
the best way to evoke memory.”
Salazar learned about perfor
mance art at a 1991 workshop in

Laura Salazar, director o f GVSU's version o f Mid Summer Night's Dream,
brushes up on her Shakespeare. Photo by Joe Fasel

Austria, and since that time she
has directed seven performance
art pieces, one of which is
“Bridges of the Heart, “which
played last fall at GVSU.
Language does not play an
important role in performance

art. Sensory impact is the main
focus, an end in itself.
“Even so, she has enhanced
the play with elements from per
formance art, meshing classic
and modern to stimulate all the
senses.

With the IBM Right Start Loan, you can pu t an
computer on your desk fo r as little as ,26 a month*,
is as easy as picking up the phone. Call 1-800-4 IBM LOAN
(

Intel 486SX/33MHZ processor
212MB Hard Drive
4MB RAM (expands to 64MB)
VESA local bos
IBM Basic Keyboard, IBM Mouse
DOS and Windows* preloaded

1- 800- 442- 6562)

ThinkPad 340
•486SLC2 50/25MHz
•125 MB Hard Drive .
•4MB RAM
•PCMCIA Card Slotfor OneTypeII or TypeIII
Adapter
•3.5", 1.44MB DisketteOrtve
•9.5* VGA Mono Display
•Quiet Full-Size KeyKeyboard with
IntegratedTrackPoint II"
•Battery Packand AC Adapter
•Lots ofPreloadedSoftware($463 Retailvalue)

THE
COMPUTER
STORE

Get Real. Get an IBM ThinkPad8or ValuePoinf

Get yonr Back-To-School Discounts Today!
Demonstrations every Thursday from 10am-4pm
throughout the Fall semester at The Computer
Store in 207 Manitou.
Call us at (616) 895-2130 for more information!

•Based on a loan of $1,200.00. Computer system prires and loan amounts may vary. A 6.00% loan origination fee will be added to the requested
loan amount. The interest rate is variable based on an average of the 30-day and 90-day commercial paper rate plus 6.00%. For the month of
June 1994. the interest rate was 10.57% with an APK of 13.30%. 5-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. The loan is subject to rretlit approval.
HIM and ThinkPad are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. ValuePoinl and Track Point II are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
O International Business Machines Corporation.

rrsm room

IBM 794-11

To open your Old Kent checking account.
Old Kent offers GVSU students:
• N o fee ATMs on campus*
• 50 free checks
• Free ActionBankll Card**
• N o annual fee Credit Card**
To open your new checking account, sim ply visit the closest Old Kent Branch:
In Jenison
In Standale
In Grandville
In Hudsonville

-1 9 6 3
-4 0 6 9
—3900
-3 6 0 0

Baldwin
Lake Michigan Dr. NW
Chicago Dr.
Prospect

*Old Kent ATMs at the Kirkhof Center and the Crystal Flash G as Station on Lake M ichigan D riveAs well as 72 other locations throughout Grand Rapids.
**ActionBankll and Credit Card applications subject to approval.
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Alumnus helps the Bard's
dream come alive

T<+
Collected by Joshua J. Mlkrut

By Nicole Brzezlnsld
Staff Writer

Top 10 Albums
1. “Boyz II Men ‘2’”
2. Offspring “Smash”
3. “Forrest Gump”
soundtrack
4. Green Day -

“Dookie"
5. Coolio “It Takes A Thief’
6. Candlebox"Candlebox”
7. “The Lion King”
soundtrack
8. Stone Temple Pilots “Puiple”
9. Cheryl Crow “Tuesday Night Music”
10. Warren G “Regulate G Funk Era”
provided by Musicland

Top 10 Books

Friday, Sept. 23 marks the
beginning of Grand Valley’s first
Shakespeare Festival, and GVSU
alumnus Dale Hull is going to be
there to perform in one of
Shakespeare’s best loved romantic
comedies —”A Midsummer’s
Night Dream.”
Also included in the cast are a
number of GVSU students and
faculty, with appearances from a
few other guest artists.
Frank Farrell, a professional
actor out of “Shakespeare’s Herd”
in Chicago, will play the character
of Oberon, king of the fairies,
while Nancy-Elizabeth Kammer
of Lansing’s Boarshead Theater,
will portray Titania.
Hull, now a professional local
actor, returns to the stage of his
alma mater to bring life to the role
of the play’s comic lead, Nick
Bottom.

“Bottom,” as Hull describes,
“is affable, loves to perform,
thinks highly of himself - not in a
negative way - but he thinks that
being a human being is a pretty
good thing to be.”
Roger Ellis, associate profes
sor of theater and the play’s pro
ducer, agrees with Salazar’s
choice.
“Dale is the kind of guy who
is naturally funny; he doesn’t even
need to open his mouth. You look
at him and you smile. His inter
pretation of his role shows the true
character of Bottom: very charm
ing with a dim-wit quality.”
Elena Garcia, playing both
the roles of Snug and Cobweb,
says she has learned immensely
from Hull’s performance. “Dale
came in (to the play) perfect,
already knowing how he wanted
to play his character.”
Presently, he is involved in
raising money for the Grand
Rapids Civic Theater to fund the
new Children’s Theater facility.

— Literary Notes: —
The Man Who Was Thursday
By Dexter Peterson
Staff Writer

“The Man Who Was
Thursday” is found in most
bookstores under mystery, but it
could easily
reside in phi
losophy, reli
gion, politics
and especial
ly humor: all
the
play
grounds o f
its author, G.K. Chesterton
(1874-1936).
Best known for his “Father
Brown”
detective
stories,
Chesterton’s wry wit and wis
dom are so satirical and ironic
that some have dubbed him
England’s answer to Twain.
The 120-page plot of “The
Man Who Was Thursday” con
cerns a secret organization plot
ting world domination.
Gabriel Syme, poet and

undercover detective, is acci
dentally elected to its supreme
council. The council’s code
names are days o f the week.
What follows is a fastpaced tale as suspenseful as it is
hilarious, as Syme (Thursday)
tries to keep his true identity
secret and thwart the evil machi
nations of Sunday, the enigmat
ic leader of the group.
The simple plot is very fastpaced, never resting anywhere
for long, and its philosophical,
social, and political digressions
are (sometimes literally) worked
in on the run.
One could also accuse
Chesterton of overwriting, if his
descriptive powers ever actually
got boring. Fortunately, his
prose is very poetic, and he is
never lacking an inventive
metaphor. His fame for paradox
ical situations and ideas is wellearned here, and his turn of
phrases always surprising,

1. “Debt of Honor” Clancy
2. “Body Farm” Cornwell
3. “Siege of Darkness” Salvatore
4. “Men Are From Mars,
Women Are From
Venus” Gray
5. “In the Kitchen with
Rosie” Rosie Daley
6. “Couplehood” Paul Reiser
7. “The Gift" Danielle Steele
8. “Embrace The Light” Betty Eadie
9. “Celestine Prophecy” Redfield
10. “Bridges of Madison
County” James Waller
provided by Waldenbooks

Top 10 Movies
1. “Natural Bom Killers”
2. “Forrest Gump”
3. “Corrina, Corrina”
4. “Clear and Present
Danger”
5. “Color of Night”
6. ‘True Lies”
7. “The Mask”
8. “The Lion King”
9. “In the Army Now"
10. ‘T he Little Rascals”

UNFORTUNATE^ THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
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provided by Studio 28
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LSJASS ACT

v e r y year, a lot o f p eople make a
huge m istake on their ta x e s .T h e y
don't take a d v a n ta g e of tax deferral and
wind up s e n d in g U ncle Sam m oney they
could be saving lor retirem ent.
Fortunately, that's a mistake y o u can
easily avoid w ith T IA A -C R E F SRAs.
SRA s not only ease y o u r c u r r e n t taxbite, th e y offer a re m a rk a b ly easy way
to build re tire m e n t incom e—especially
for the “ e x t ra s '' that y o u r reg u la r pension
an d Social S e c u r it y benefits m ay not
cover. B ecause y o u r c o n trib u tio n s are
m ade in b e fo re -ta x dollars, you p ay less
taxes now. A nd since all ea rnings on
y o u r S R A are ta x -d e fe rre d as well, the

!

m o n e y y o u d on't send to W ashington
w o rk s even h a r d e r for yo u . D o w n th e
road, th a t can m ake a d r a m a tic difference
in y o u r quality o f life.
W h a t else m akes SRA s so special?
A range o f allocation choice s—from the
g u a r a n te e d se c u r ity o f T1AA to the
diversified investm ent a c c o u n ts o(
C R E F ’s variable a n n u i ty —all b acked
by the n a tio n ’s n u m b e r one retirem ent
system .
W h y w rite oil the c h a n ce lor a m o re
r e w a r d in g re tire m e n t? Call to d a y and
learn m ore a b o u t how T IA A -C R E F
S R A s can help y o u enjoy many
h a p p y retu rn s.

Benefit now from tax deferral Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Q•jrTaa
22D
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i

H e re a re th e
fro m

th e

p u z z le

a n s w e rs
on

p. 15

o

E nsuring the future
fo r those w ho shape it!“

C REF certificated a rt Jutnbutcd by TIAA-CRE F liuheukutl anA hutitutional Sen-ueo For more complete information, tncluikny cba/yej ont) cxpenjej.
call / SlHl-i-12-27)). ext SO16 (or a projpechu. Rent) Ibe prvjpectiu carefully before you motet or jtmO money.
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PORTS
Fieldhouse rules to take
effect 'im m ediately'
•••

By Amle Million
Staff Writer

Anyone going to use the
Fieldhouse may come across
some unfamiliar guidelines they
need to follow.
Since student enrollment has
more than doubled since the
Fieldhouse opened twelve years
ago, and the population in sur
rounding communities continues
to grow, the Fieldhouse staff set
new guidelines surrounding old
rules, set to take effect immediate
ly;__________________________

"We're really putting
substance to previously
existing rules. ”
~ M ik e S ta d o la
F ie ld h o u se M a n a g e r
“We’re really putting sub
stance to previously existing
rules,” said Fieldhouse Manager
Mike Stadola.
According to Stadola, there
have been a number o f problems
in the past that the former policies
didn’t deal with.
“Student managers are often
blown off by other students when
they are only doing their jobs.” he
said. “We felt they needed a back
bone to do their jobs effectively.”
Part of this “backbone” is the
transition of not only showing a
valid ID to enter the Fieldhouse,

but also turning it in to the atten
dant on duty in the area you wish
to use (i.e. arena, weight room).
This rule (Rule #1) applies in the
evenings and on weekends, when
the building is most busy.
“We want to know what peo
ple are using the building,” said
Stadola.
This also gives attendants
more control, as they can identify
those acting disorderly and hold
them responsible for their actions.
Most of the concern lies in the
arena, where there are many dif
ferent kinds of people participat
ing at once.
Rule #2: All people are pre
sent at their own risk. Although
this rule isn’t new, Stadola could
n’t stress enough how important it
is for people to know there is
always a risk, and for them to be
aware of their own medical
restrictions.
Rule #3: This is a new rule.
All persons under 16 years old be
accompanied by a parent,
guardian or responsible adult.
“We can’t afford to be a drop
off center like the Y.M.C.A. or a
community center,” Stadola
explained, noting how busy the
building can get. With an addition
being built that includes three
more basketball/volleyball courts
and a two level fitness center,
guardianship over minors will be
even more important.
The rest of the rules should
be familiar to veteran Fieldhouse

users, although some may have a
few new “wrinkles.”
Rule #4: All current students,
GVSU graduates, faculty, staff
and members are required to pre
sent a Valid ID upon entrance dur
ing evenings and on weekends.
No talking your way in this time!
Rule #5: All daily users are
to pay a “Daily Users Fee.”
Rule #6: Anyone acting dis
orderly will be removed from the
premises by faculty managers or
their designated supervisors.
Rule #7:
Anyone found
being disorderly will be subject to
campus police and judiciary (lan
guage, stealing, vandalism etc).
Rule #8: Any user found to
be in violation or continues to be
after a confrontation will be
denied entrance to the facility.
“We’re not trying to be diffi
cult,” said Stadola. “We’re sim-

Most o f the concern lies
in the arena, where
there are so many dif
ferent... people partici
pating at once.
ply trying to maintain the integri
ty of the building so it’s better for
GVSU students and other users.”
Stadola also made a request for
student cooperation to make the
transition as smooth as possible.
Stadola said that anyone with
questions or concerns should con
tact him at 895-3313.

Students, instructor take part in ref camp
By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

Five Grand Valley students
were among the participants in the
first
Michigan
Intramural
Recreational Sports Association
Developmental Officiating Camp
held August 4-7 at Ferris State
University.
Leroy
Hackley,
Grand
Valley’s Intramural Recreation
Director, helped conduct the camp
that stressed basic mechanics, rule
understanding, and officiating
philosophy.
‘It was very successful,” says
Hackley, who will be beginning
his eighteenth year as a high
school and college official. He
noted that some of the participants
that had never picked up a whistle
before will be working junior high
and junior varsity games this fall.
“1 went to get a little more
training for high school basket
ball, and familiarize myself with
the new rule changes,” says Grand
Valley student Neil Bendick.
Each participant worked sev
eral games at a high school girls
basketball camp. In addition,
there were classroom meetings
and important “bull” sessions in
between games.
Instructors worked without

GV instructor Leroy Hackley, students Chris Bosse, Graeme Hennessey, Ben
Bailey, Neilk Bendick, and Brenda Schmage, at Ferris State Officials Camp.

pay which kept the cost of the county schools.
camp down to $90. Most camps
Among the instructors that
of this type can cost up to $300.
assisted Hackley were former
“It was very good for the Grand Valley Intramural assistants
price and run like more expensive Dan Rypma and Jim Zylstra.
camps," says Bendick, who has a Rypma is currently Assistant
full officiating schedule at local Intramural Director at Michigan
high schools this fall.
Tech., and Zylstra is a Graduate
Grand Valley student Brenda Assistant at Georgia Southern
Schmiege was one of two female University.
participants.
She
says she
Other Grand Valley students
"improved a lot.”
that participated were Chris
“I would highly recommend Bosse, Graeme Hennessey, and
it for anyone who wants to Ben Bailey.
become an official, or anyone who
Plans for 1995 include anoth
wants to improve their skills,” er camp at Ferris State , and a sec
adds Schmiege, who will be work ond camp at an undetermined site.
ing games at Kent and Ottawa

I came to play a simple
game of basketball.
It was anything but simple.
I had seen the signs posted
all over the Fieldhouse for the
past week, “ID must be shown
for admittance.”
ID must be shown to use
weight room. ID must be shown
to enter the arena. You cannot
walk in the building without run
ning into Checkpoint Charley.
He will have his file to hold the
ID cards, and his clipboard.
But I can live with this.
The school pays good money to
keep up the Fieldhouse for stu
dent use. They want to make
sure that non-students pay an
admission charge.
I gave them my ID and
walked into the arena.
Ready to play, I shouted out,
“Who’s got next game?”
The game going on ended
and I watched a group of guys
scurry over to the half-court line
on the far side. There was a
young man sitting with yet
another clipboard. Being curi
ous, I walked over. On the clip
board was the title, “Center
Court Challenge”. Beneath the
title were five numbered lines.
Beneath them were about four
more groups of numbered lines.
Some of the lines had the
names of the guys waiting. The
young man called out the names
and many asked the question,
“Am I next?”
I felt robbed that the great
tradition of “calling game” had
wen taken away from me. I fig
ured this was all right. Putting
your name on a list is like “call
ing game,” but now there is a list
to show exactly who is next.
All of these precautions to
telp the Fieldhouse run smooth

ly are good ideas and shou
work.
However, some problems
did and will occur. The first
problem occurred after I played
(and won) the first game. It was
now time to find out who was
next.
The man with the clip boarc
called out some names. Some
came running. After about five
minutes, he went around looking
for those who were not paying
attention. Shouting out names
he asked if they were the “John
on the list.
I was beginning to fee
cheated. By now, the Fieldhouse
was only to be opened for anoth
er hour. We had already wasted
ten minutes looking for some
fool who was playing on some
other court.
Good thing the new policy
is to keep the games to 12 points
or 15 minutes, otherwise there
would be no time to look for
those who sign up to play anc
then take off. Keeping the
games shorter allows more time
for the frivolous searching or
lost players.
If you are going to collect
IDs, give them to the person in
charge of informing everyone
who is next.
This court monitor could
collect the IDs and put them in
order of who will play next. Now
he has a name and a face to find.
If he can not find the face, then
the person goes to the back of
the deck of IDs.
What will happen to the IDs
if they are left with Fieldhouse
security? When I was leaving
the arena, someone did ask if I
had left an ID at the door. But,
will s/he remember to ask every
one?
If you want to make sure
that only authorized people are
in the arena fine, but don’t cre
ate a hassle once they are in
there. I have been playing at the
arena for the last three years and
have only seen a few fights, and
only a few occasions when long
games were a problem. When
the new addition opens there
will be plenty of room. There is
no need for all of this bureaucra
cy to play basketball.
It is a simple game.

G rand V alley em ployee w in s
d ivisio n in trap com petition
By C.D. Burge
Staff Writer

The area around Grand Valley
has always been a popular place
for all types of small and largegame hunting, but not so much for
competitive sports shooting. The
fact is that competitive shooting is
popular in this area. One compet
itive shooter on campus is Ken
DeWild.
‘T v e been sport shooting
ever since I was a boy,” says
DeWild, the Mini-Print operator
in Mackinac Hall. “I always liked
to shoot, so the competition
involved in it was a great reason to

get started.”
Ken practices trapshooting,
which is a sport that involves
speed, accuracy, quickness and
timing. It consists of shooting at a
hurled clay bird. The object is to
break the target. In match play this
earns points that decide an eventu
al winner.
“A trapshooting range con
sists of five stations, one of which
you stand on,” DeWild said.
“After you have taken your shot,
you rotate to the next station. The
ease or difficulty of the shot
depends on the random firing of
the clays.”
Please see TRAP, p. 13
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TRAP, from p.12 -------------------The clays are fired at random
from two trap houses on either
side of the range. They are fired at
different
angles each
t i m e .
P articipants
are expected
to shoot from
various
places along
DeWild
the length of
the range, usually between 16 and
27 yards, also increasing or
decreasing the difficulty.
DeWild has done well lately.
He won his first national competi
tion trophy earlier this summer,
winning the Class A division
(those shooting 95-97 percent of
their targets) in the Great Lakes
Grand American handicap. “I’ve
represented Michigan in competi
tion before, but this is my first
national title. I was shooting very
well that day,” he said.
The American Trapshooting
Association (ATA) sponsors regu
lar events for trapshooters to com
pete in. There is also the Grand
American Tournament, which
decides the national champion for
both amateur and professional
trapshooters.
For those interested in find
ing out more about this sport,
DeWild says that most clubs will
be happy to help. He does offer
one word of caution for the light
of wallet, however: “Trapshooting
is one of the most expensive
sports out there, even more than
golf”
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Skeet shooting is a variation
of trapshooting, one in which the
trap houses do not move but the
shooters do, “The shooting area is
divided into a semicircle, in
which the shooters change their
place within the circle. You learn
to shoot quickly.” DeWild also
said that skeet shooting is better
practice for live hunting.

“With all the gun bills float
ing around Congress, some peo
ple get the wrong idea about sport
shooters and hunters,” DeWild
said. “It's an honest challenge that
provides great enjoyment, and I
bet many more attitudes would
change if they actually tried it.
There are many positive aspects
to this sport”

The Lanthom is now accepting applications for writers!

GRAND RAPIDS

Allendale Auto Repair

OPENING TEAM

5575 Lake Michigan Drive, Allendale
895-4354
m

General Auto Repair & Towing Service
Certified Master Mechanics
First garage west o f GVSU
1 mile away!

PUT YOUR EDUCATION
TO WORK!
This fall, give yourself a competitive edge in the
market place, learn new skills and have a
well-rounded resume. Call Kelly today! Never an
applicant fee.
SECRETARIES WITH WORD PROCESSING: Starting pay

Nothing in the restaurant business is more exciting than
being part of an opening team. Now, you have a chance to be a part of.a great new placeMax & Erma’s Restaurant, Bar and Gathenng Place.

$7/hour, M icrosoft Word and WordPerfect skills required

DATA ENTRY OPERATORS: Starting pay $6/hour, 6,000
kph required
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY: All shifts

you’ll enjoy the freshness of a brand new place, the professionalism of our expenenced
training crew, the fun o f being part of a winning team
and the satisfaction of a great environment, you’ll also benefit from a dining discount,
immediate health care enrollment, a 401 (K) plan, flexible scheduling,
and the best part of a ll- tremendous opportunity for grcrMh within our company.

Plus, ask about our bonus programs.

N O W HIRING TIAM PLAYERS FOR ALL POSITIONS!

KELiy?mporary

Apply in person at:
Holiday Inn
3333 28th Street, SE
Grand Rapids, Ml 49512
(Across form our construction site!)

Services

Grand Rapids (South)
9 5 7 -4 3 9 0

Walker

Grand Rapids (Downtown)
2 3 5 -8 3 6 7

7 8 4 -3 1 9 3

An equal opportunity employer

THE
COMPUTER
STORE
207 M anitou 895-2130
M on-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm

AppfcGmputa,fc

Power Mac 7100
w/ C D -RO M
IBM 340 ThinkPad
4Mb RAM, 125 Hard Drive
9.5" Brite Monochrome
Display
$1,498.20

IBM 433SX Si
4Mb RAM/212 Mb Hard Drive
DOS 6 / W indows 3.1
Back to School Special
$984.50

8Mb RAM, 250 Hard Drive
Apple Design Keyboard
15" multi Scan Monitor
$2,598.20

StyleWriter II w/Cable
$276.10

Hewlett Packard Printers
C anon Bubble Jet
$314.60

HP DeskJet 560C
HP LaserJet 4p

600 x 300 dpi
4ppm, 600 dpi

$569.45
$1,027.44
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Coaches Club kick-off
By Ben Bailey
Sports Editor
Staff and faculty filled The
Meadows Restaurant Club Room
at the first Laker Coaches’ G ub
meeting of the year at noon Sept.

12.
Alumni Relations Assistant
Kent Fisher welcomed everyone
and then turned the floor over to

Assistant Athletic Director and
Head Volleyball Head Joan
Boand. Boand has been with the
volleyball team for 26 years and
as the veteran coach, she started
by giving everyone a brief
description of the team and their
progress so far.
The next coach to tell about
her team was rookie coach
Patricia Butcher. She shared
some of her anecdotes about

Sportscards
Comics
Non-sportscards
Supplies
Licensed Sportswear
Hats
Jerseys
Shorts

being a rookie coach in a first year next game.” A member o f the
peanut gallery also added, “And
program.
“We already had to go to Dr. six defensive lineman.”
“The Coaches’ G u b used to
(Mike) Kovalchik and ask for
meet every Monday at the
more golf balls,” Butcher said.
The coaches find it a great Kirchoff Center about 10-15 years
way to inform others on campus ago then died,” Fisher said. ‘W ith
and thank them for their support the new clubhouse and revitalized
Some find it an opportunity to University Club we started it
again.”
entertain.
When Fisher asked Coach
Reservations can be made by
Brian Kelly about his team’s abil calling Fisher at 895-6526, or
ity to defend the pass, Kelly was through cc:Mail.
quick to answer. “We are going to
start eight defensive backs in the

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER
IN OURS.
Walt Disney World Co. representatives will lie on campus to present an
information session for Undergraduate Students on the WALT DISNEY
WORLD Spring ‘95 College Program.

WHI M Till RSI)AY. SI FI. 22 u 6:(H)FM
W III K1.: KIKkl I( )I ( I M I R ( AK IN 'S A. B. & (
Attendance at Ibis presentation is required to
interview fo r tbe Spring “
9 5 CoMegeProgram

*10% O ff New Comics+ FREE Backboards
and Bags with Student I.D. 's

'

Interviews will lie Friday. Sept. 23. The
following majors are encouraged to attend:
Business, Communication, Recieatkmal/Leisuie
Studies, Hospitality/Restaurant Management.
Travel & Tourism and Theatie/Dnima.

For m ore inform ation contact:
Cooperative Education

Store Hours: Mon- Sat 11:00- 6:00
5900 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale,MI
(616) 892 5340

A

A

Phone:895-3311
World Co.
WVbere students sjk'inl a semestergetting

VICTORIOUS, from p .l

McKinnon, from Lansing via
Eastern Michigan, found a wide
open Ryan Porte for a 28-yard
touchdown strike. It was the junior
tight end’s second TD of the sea
son.
On the Laker’s next drive,
sophomore Darnell Jamison broke
free up the middle and scampered
26 yards to paydirt Jamison now
leads the MIFC in touchdowns with
four in just two games.
Jamison turned in 139 yards
and two touchdowns on 19 rushes
along with junior Spencer Calhoun,
who ran 14 times for one TD and
133 yards.
It was the first time since
October,
1992, at Northern
Michigan that two Lakers ran for
more than 100 yards in one game.
Also, it was Calhoun’s second
consecutive game this year that he
crossed the century mark rushing.
The Lakers suffered a blow
early on when starting quarterback,
senior Eric Stover, went down with
a broken leg in the first quarter.
Stover broke his fibula bone and is
out for up to eight weeks.
Grand Valley never skipped a
beat though, when McKinnon came
in and connected with junior Diriki
Mose for 62 yards and a Laker TD.
Laker head coach Brian Kelly
was pleased with McKinnon’s six
o f 13 for 136 yards, one TD, per
formance.
“Unfortunately, he was called
on during those circumstances, but
we feel that Kwame can move this
football team,” he said.
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10 Pub drinks
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MESSENGER
Varnum,
Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett, a
downtown law firm, has a parttime opening for a messenger.
Duties include walking and dri
ving errands, mail distribution,
moving furniture, and other mis
cellaneous office tasks. Must
have own transportation. The
ideal candidate will be a very
dependable individual who is
flexible and adapts well to
change.. Please send resume or
pick up application from: Cindy
Shaver, 333 Bridge NW, 14th
Floor, Grand Rapids, M I 49504.
Help Wanted: Individual students/organizations to promote
Spring Break Trips. Earn high
dollar commissions and free trips.
Must be outgoing and creative.
Call immediately, 1-800-217-

MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
Sturdy, one-bed loft. $30. 7911188.
For sale: 1 TT-81 calculator, oneyear old, new batteries in August
1994. New condition. Contact
Ed H. 892-6229. $50. Save
big!!
2 Aerosmith tickets for 9/24/94 at
Palace, 667-1985.
For Sale: Copies of “The Jim
Class Show” theme song! Bean
individual and get yours today!
Send $2 cash to Mike, care of the
Lan thorn.
For sale: My love and devotion!
I’m as peaceful as a kitten. Call
Jim, 895-6737

Wanted: Roomate to share 2-bedroom apartment in downtown
Grand Haven. $190/month plus
1/2 utilities. Call Lisa at 8467585.
Four bedroom home for rent in
Wyoming area, $70Q/month, plus
utilities. Call 245-4111.
Apartment for rent: Two bed
room, upper. Near Lane exit off
196. $325/month plus utilities.
Cheap to heat. No pets. Call 616793-7696.
Non-smoking female roommate
needed to share 2-bedroom w/one
other'person. In Grandville.
$200/month, plus 1/2 utilities.
Call 249-0966.
Needed 1 female roomate to share
my peaceful, democratic existance. Call Jim, 895-6737 and
live in beauty and harmony.

KICK-OFF

2021.
Help Wanted: Part-timer phar
macy cashier - Rite Aid
Pharmacy, 350 E. Michigan,
Grand Rapids, 454-6565.
Brann’s Steakhouse in Grandville
is now accepting applications for
lunch servers and dinner servers.
Flexible hours available. Please
apply in person at Branns’
Steakhouse, 3475 Fairlanes SW,
Grandville.
Parrots Lounge is looking for
good local emiitRinment. Solo
acts and up: for an audition, con
tact Bob at Parrots after 8pm.
396-4577.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelope* at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R38, PO Bos
1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
FACTORY JOBS - All shifts. Up
to $6 per hour. 40 hours per
week. Must be 18 years old, have
your own car and telephone. Call
949-3100 REMEDY - never a
fee.
Help Wanted - Part-time in news
paper press room, jogging and
stacking newspapers, flexible
hours. Applications being taken
at Jenison Printing Co. 6670
Marcan, Jenison, 669-5210.
FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundrais
ers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No
investment. Earn $$$ for your
group plus personal cash bonus
es for yourself. Call 1-800-9320528, ext. 65.
Classified ads: $2.50 minimum,
ten cents a word. Call 895-2460

the season with a job!

Staffing Inc. is seek
ing team players with
a winning spirit!
We’ll give you the
competitive edge
with On-The-JobTraining in one of
our light industrial
jobs!
• Full & Part Time!
• Possible Hire!
• Openings in All Areas:
(Allendale & Grand Rapids)
Assembly, Packaging, Plastic
Injection Mold Operators,
Warehouse, General Labor.
• 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts!

To learn more,
call us TODAY!
538-6800

STAFFING
INC.
STAFFING INC.
1779 28TH St. SW
Wyoming, Ml 49509
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Standale Subway is looking for
closers,
working
SundayThursday until midnight and
Friday and Saturday until 2am.
Contact Diane at 453-7821
between 8am and 3pm for more
infonnation.
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